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ABBREVIATIONS

AGC1  Aggrecan
ALK   Activin-like Kinase
BGCAN Betaglycan
BMP   Bone Morphogenic Protein
BMPR-II Bone Morphogenic Protein type II receptor
cDNA  Complementary DNA
COX2  Cyclooxygenase 2
ECM   Extracellular Matrix
ENG   Endoglin
GDF10 Growth Differentiation Factor 10
HAS2  Hyaluronan Synthase 2
HIF   Hypoxia Inducible Factor
NOV   Nephroblastoma Overexpressed
OA    Osteoarthritis
OAHAC Osteoarthric Human Articular Cartilage
PAI-1 Plasminogen Activator Inhibitor-1
PCR   Polymerase Chain Reaction
PHD3  Prolyl Hydroxylase 3
pO2   Oxygen Tension
RUNX2 Runt related transcription factor 2
SMAD Regulatory Mothers Against Decapentaplegic homolog
TGFBR-II Transforming Growth Factor-β type II receptor
TGF-β Transforming Growth Factor-β
VEGF  Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor
Aim and Outline of this thesis

Tissue engineering of cartilage aims to improve regeneration of damaged cartilage by dealing with cell or tissue based cultures. Since cartilage has a poor ability to regenerate itself, to achieve a proper repair of damaged cartilage is quite challenging. Altering the physical environment in tissue or cell culture of cartilage in order to closely mimic its native environment showed promising outcomes in the studies on articular cartilage. Culture designs are another criteria to develop better cartilage tissue engineering strategies. Integration of suitable low oxygen tension, hypoxia, with proper experimental design might be one of the best strategy in order to generate a cell based culture which resembles nature of healthy cartilage.

Firstly, a comprehensive introduction of cartilage tissue and literature survey on effect of hypoxia on articular cartilage was considered in Section 1.

In Section 2, transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) signaling pathway and its function in the case of osteoarthritis was covered.

The main aim of this thesis study is to investigate the effect of hypoxia on transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) signaling pathway in human osteoarthritic cartilage. An article format of the thesis was presented in the Section 3 of this report. In this study we used three dimensional culture of osteoarthritic human chondrocytes. Cells were cultured in a novel bioreactor device for two days at 1% oxygen tension vs 20% oxygen tension. We focused on the effect of hypoxia on the major components of transforming growth factor-beta signaling pathway.

The results obtained during the thesis period but not shown in the Section 3 was presented as Appendix in this report in order to account for the readers interest.
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Section 1

Effect of Hypoxia on Articular Cartilage

1.1 Introduction

Articular cartilage is highly organized avascular tissue. It has main function of protecting the underlying bone by withstanding loading, and providing smooth surfaces close to friction-free movement. The only resident cell type of the articular cartilage is chondrocytes which are responsible for the synthesis and maintenance of extracellular matrix (ECM) whose primary constituents are aggregans and type II collagen. (Khan et al., 2008; Lafont et al., 2008). Therefore, the metabolic and structural changes of articular chondrocytes and synthesis and maintenance of ECM play a significant role in the initiation and progression of cartilage pathologies such as osteoarthritis (OA) (Seol et al., 2009).

Articular cartilage experiences relatively low level of oxygen than other tissues. Oxygen level within articular cartilage is ranging from 6-10% at the articular surface to less than 1% in the deep zone (Zhou et al., 2004; Yodmuang et al., 2012). How chondrocytes receive the required amount of oxygen and nutrient for their metabolism depends on diffusion from the synovial fluid that flows through the cartilage tissue during the joint movement. In order to survive in a hypoxic environment, chondrocytes develop mechanisms to sense oxygen availability and adjust the cellular metabolism to consume less oxygen at lower oxygen concentrations (Yodmuang et al., 2012).

Studies on chondrocytes in cell or tissue culture have been frequently carried out under atmospheric oxygen tension (21%) which is much higher than the oxygen level in native joints (Grimshaw and Mason et al., 2000; Yodmuang et al., 2012). Culturing of chondrogenic cells under hypoxia is a recent attempt to understand how chondrocytes behave in different oxygen tensions and to assess how their function may change in vivo throughout the depth of the cartilage and in the case of cartilage pathologies (Grimshaw and Mason et al., 2000). This section aims to give some insights into not only chondrocyte functions under different hypoxic oxygen tensions, but also chondrocyte adaptation mechanism to low oxygen tension by the help of the previously published literature.
1.2 The composition and function of chondrocytes within the articular cartilage tissue

To know the composition and function of healthy cartilage will help to relate and understand what happens in molecular level and in the case of cartilage pathologies which were mentioned in the represented review.

Articular cartilage is a soft tissue which contains 60-80% water (Getgood et al., 2009). The primary constituents of articular cartilage other than water are chondrocytes, and ECM (Khan et al., 2008; Getgood et al., 2009). Cartilage extracellular matrix is arranged as a network of collagen fibers which provide tensile strength to the tissue and proteoglycans that are able to withstand compressive forces (Muir et al., 1995; Poole et al., 1997; Gibson et al., 2008).

Articular cartilage is a relatively thick tissue with a thickness 2.3±0.5 mm in human femoral condylar cartilage (Stockwell et al., 1971; Hunziker et al., 2002). The zonal structure of articular cartilage is divided into three unmineralised layers; the superficial zone, the transitional/middle zone and the deep zone (Khan et al., 2008).

Cartilage is a heterogeneous tissue which has a depth dependent composition and structure, and it shows anisotropic and nonlinear mechanical properties within the cross section of the tissue (Boshetti et al., 2004). Each zone of cartilage posesses different predominat mechanical function and cellular orientation. In superficial zone, chondrocytes are small, flattened and at a high density. Collagen fibrils in that zone are oriented parallel to the articular surface and possess high tensile strength to withstand the tensile stresses during the joint loading (Klein et al., 2009). In addition to this, the combination of horizontal cellular orientation together with collagen fibers in superficial zone, provide resistance to shear forces (Getgood et al., 2009). In the transient zone, cells are more spherical and randomly oriented as collagen fiber orientation in that zone. In the deep zone, cellular distribution is vertical and chondrocytes are larger compared to the other zones. Collagen fibers are perpendicular in that zone (Klein et al., 2009; Klein and Chaudhry et al., 2009).

1.3 Role of oxygen in articular cartilage

Oxygen is an important molecule for all higher organisms. It is essential for the oxidative phosphorylation which requires molecular oxygen as an electron acceptor in cellular energy production. Oxygen molecule is not only used for an electron acceptor but also used as a
substrate for the enzymatic reactions (Mitchell et al., 1961). Therefore, oxygen homeostasis is required for the maintenance of the cells in the higher organism (Murphy et al., 2009).

Articular cartilage experience relatively low levels of oxygen than the other tissues. Oxygen level of articular cartilage is ranging from 6-10% at the articular surface to around 1% in the deep zone (Milner et al., 2012). Changes in oxygen tensions, even as little as 1-2%pO$_2$ difference, can alter the chondrocyte metabolism and function (Fermor et al., 2007; Coyle et al., 2009). Although 5% oxygen tension seems to be optimal for chondrocyte maintenance, both excessively high and low O$_2$ tensions can be deleterious for chondrocyte survival and maintaining of a proper metabolic state (Milner et al., 2006). Nevertheless, oxygen tensions $\leq$ 5% are often referred as “hypoxia” which is misleading for the reported effects of oxygen tension on cartilage tissue (Fermor et al. 2007). Therefore, there is a need to discriminate the oxygen tensions within articular cartilage with respect to its physiological values. Even though there is no clear discrimination of physiological oxygen tensions of cartilage, low O$_2$ tension (5%), which is considered hypoxic for other tissues, can be considered as normoxic for articular cartilage (Milner et al., 2006). Kay and his colleagues introduced physiological cartilage normoxia as 2% O$_2$ in their study (Kay et al., 2011). Based on the literature and oxygen concentrations within the healthy human cartilage depth (Kay et al., 2011; Milner et al., 2006; 2012; Grimshaw and Mason et al., 2000; Yodmuang et al., 2012), physiological cartilage normoxia, hypoxia and hyperoxia can be defined as 2-6% O$_2$, $<$2% O$_2$ and $\geq$ 10% O$_2$ respectively.

Due to its avascular nature, little oxygen is available for the chondrocyte metabolism. Some of that available oxygen is used for energy production by oxidative phosphorylation. Oxidative phosphorylation takes place in mitochondria (Calderon-Montano et al., 2011) thus, occupation of mitochondria in intacellular volume is an important factor for the cells to determine their major energy metabolism. In articular chondrocytes, mitochondria occupies only $\sim$2% of the intracellular volume, compared to 15-20% intracellular mitochondrial volume of other animal tissues such as liver (Seol et al., 2009). Aerobic energy generation is just a minor contributor to the overall energy production by articular chondrocytes due to lack of mitochondria (Schneider et al., 2007; Marcus et al., 1973). On the other hand, substrate level phosphorylation does not require mitochondria to generate energy; it takes place in cytosol (Calderon-Montano et al., 2011). Therefore, up to~95% of chondrocyte energy comes from glycolysis (Heywood et al., 2010; Lee and Urban et al., 1997; Milner et al., 2012).
When there is an excessive amount of oxygen available in cellular environment, to know how chondrocytes consume oxygen would be beneficial in order to understand the role of oxygen for cartilage tissue. It was shown that oxygen consumption rate was independent of oxygen tension when is between 5-21 % and the oxygen consumption rate of bovine chondrocytes slightly increased when oxygen tension was increased from 0% to 5%. Similarly the oxygen consumption rate of porcine articular chondrocytes dropped as oxygen levels fall below 5% (Kuo et al., 2011). It can be concluded that oxygen consumption slightly increases when oxygen tension increases from 0 to 5 % and stays stable for the values ≥ 5% pO$_2$ which suggests 5 % pO$_2$ as threshold value for the stable oxygen consumption in mammals.

1.4 Chondrocyte adaptation to hypoxic environment

In order to survive and being able to maintain the cartilage phenotype in hypoxic environment, articular chondrocytes develop highly adaptive mechanisms to sense oxygen availability and to activate a metabolic pathway which requires minimum amount of O$_2$ (Wang et al., 1995; Milner et al., 2012; Yodmuang et al., 2012). This pathway facilitates adaptation to hypoxia-induced physiological stress by regulating changes in certain gene expressions that are responsible for survival and maintenance of chondrocytes (Bruick and McKnight et al., 2002). A family of hypoxia-inducible transcription factors (HIFs) is essential for this adaptive pathway (Bruick and McKnight et al., 2002; Pfander et al., 2007). Hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs) also play an important role in cellular adaptation during limb development of mice (Schipani et al., 2001; Amarilio et al., 2007). Hypoxic induction of hypoxia-inducible factor has first studied on erythropoietin (EPO) more than two decades ago (Semenza and Wang et al., 1992). Due to its hypoxic nature, studying HIF mechanism on chondrocytes gained more attention since last decade.

The HIFs are composed of two subunits: oxygen sensing hypoxia-regulated-α subunit (HIF-1α) and the oxygen-insensitive β subunit (HIF-1β) (Bruick and McKnight et al., 2002). Under hyperoxia (21%pO$_2$), HIF-1α protein has a short half-life of less than 5 minutes (Ke and Costa et al., 2006; Lafont et al., 2010). When the concentration of oxygen is high (< 10%) in the cellular environment, then HIF-1 α is hydroxylated by prolylhydroxylases (PHDs) (Lafont et al., 2010). Together with hydroxylated proline Von Hippel- Lindau protein (pVHL), hydroxylated HIF complex is degraded by proteasome. When oxygen level is low (~5–1% pO$_2$), hydroxylation of HIF-1 α is prevented. Then, HIF-1 α heterodimerizes with HIF-1β and that HIF complex translocate from the cytoplasm to the nucleus. In the nucleus,
the HIF complex binds to specific hypoxia responsive elements (HRE) and induces its specific target gene expressions like glucose transporters (GLU-1), and transcription of the specific growth factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), insulin-like growth factor-2 (IGF2), and transforming growth factor-α (TGF-α) (Ke and Costa et al., 2006; Lafont et al., 2010; Lando et al., 2002; Schpani et al., 2001).

Under hypoxic conditions, presence of HIF-1α is a crucial survival factor for the cells of various tissues such as kidney, liver, and heart (Stroka et al., 2001; Lafont et al., 2010). As described earlier, HIF is has a major effect on adaptation of chondrocytes to the hypoxic conditions (Bruick and McKnight et al., 2002). Absence of HIF-1α leads to a loss of energy generation by glycolysis and this causes cell death starting at the deep zone in cartilage (Pfander et al., 2007). Furthermore, Zuscik et al., reported that transcription of HIF-1α in chondrocytes and mesenchymal stem cells inhibited proliferation, but increased ECM production (Zuscik et al., 2008). Thus, low oxygen tensions (<5%) is likely to enhance the expression of chondrogenic markers and promote chondrocyte phenotype (Zuscik et al., 2008; Milner et al., 2006).

Glucose is another essential molecule for cartilage metabolism. Changes in concentration of either oxygen or glucose in the environment cause to an adaptation mechanism in the chondrocytes. For example, inhibition of glycolysis by glucose deprivation enhances oxygen consumption of chondrocytes (Lee and Urban et al., 1997; Heywood et al., 2006; 2010). As a survival mechanism chondrocytes initiate an oxidative energy metabolism to obtain basal ATP requirements when glucose supply is limited (Heywood et al. 2006; Otto et al., 1991). Conversely, oxygen consumption within articular cartilage is inhibited by high level of glucose in the environment (Heywood et al., 2006). This adaptation was described as “Crabtree effect” which is also called as “negative Pasteur effect” (Heywood et al., 2006). In the case of hypoxia, regarding to Crabtree effect it is expected to see more ATP production by glycolysis than the condition of 1% oxygen tension. Yudoh and his colleagues studied on the relation between glucose and oxygen at 1% pO2 in osteoarthritic human chondrocytes. They showed that significant increases of lactic acid and glucose transporter-1 mRNA levels under hypoxic culture conditions compared with normoxic culture conditions (Yudoh et al., 2005). In contrast, HIF- 1α-deficient chondrocytes showed a complete loss of the induced increases in glycolytic activities even under hypoxic culture conditions (Yudoh et al., 2005). In vitro data of this study clearly indicated that expression of HIF-1α is responsible for the energy generation of hypoxic chondrocytes. It can be concluded that HIF-1α activity is essential for
regulation of glycolysis which is also important for cellular metabolism and energy generation in articular chondrocytes under 1% pO₂.

1.5 Hypoxia effect in Osteoarthritis (OA)

Osteoarthritis is a heterogeneous degenerative joint disease which mostly occurs in older people (Khan et al., 2008). During the daily activities, mobilization of healthy articular joints increases the oxygenation of the joints (Fermor et al., 2007). On the other hand, inflammatory mediator molecules decrease the oxygen tension in arthritic joints (Stevens et al., 1991; Fermor et al., 2007). Therefore, it is likely that rheumatoid arthritic (RA) and osteoarthritic joints are more hypoxic than healthy cartilage (James et al., 1990; Fermor et al., 2007).

Depending on the osteoarthritic stage, chondrocytes can be considered as still being metabolically active. While osteoarthritic chondrocytes have increased synthesis of matrix-destructive enzymes, they also show enhanced gene expression of type II collagen and several other matrix components like aggregan and biglycan in deep zone to compensate the loss of these components in the superficial zone in early osteoarthritis (Aigner et al., 2001; Pfander et al., 2007; Poole et al., 2006). This activity of osteoarthritic chondrocytes is generally appreciated as a response to ECM repair (Pfander et al., 2007). In the study by Pfander et al., the synthesis of type II collagen and HIF-1α were found to be increased significantly when subjected to hypoxia during osteoarthritis (Pfander et al., 2007).

Synovial fluids from osteoarthritic joints contain less oxygen than synovial fluids from healthy joints (Pfander and Gelse et al., 2007). This hypoxia effect results high expression levels of HIF-1α and HIF-1α target genes such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF-A), GLUT-1 and phosphoglycerate kinase-1 (PGK1) in both synovial lining cells and chondrocytes (Pfander and Gelse et al., 2007; Pfander et al., 2005). Another study reported that HIF-1α transcriptional activity increases paralell to the progression of OA by demonstrating increased VEGF-A synthesis in late stages of OA (Pfander et al., 2001; 2006). Grimmer and her colleagues studied hypoxia effect in osteoarthritic human articular cartilage (OAHAC) both in vivo and in vitro by applying 1% O₂. Both in vivo and in vitro conditions showed increased synthesis and accumulation of type II collagen (Grimmer et al., 2006). Similarly, osteoarthritic human articular chondrocytes maintained in Hyalografs for 21 days at 5%pO₂ showed enhanced expression of the COL2A1, while levels of COL1A1 which is a differentiation marker for chondrocytes were significantly suppressed compared to 21% pO₂.
condition (Katopodi and Hardingham et al., 2005). On the other hand, SOX9 expression levels were not altered under any of the conditions (Katopodi and Hardingham et al., 2005).

1.6 Hypoxia effect on chondrocyte function

1.6.1 Hypoxia effect on chondrocyte metabolism and energy production

Maintaining the cellular metabolism is essential for all the cell types. Cells need to obtain their nutrients to generate energy for the cellular functions. Regarding to studies (Domm et al., 2002; Merceron et al., 2010; Malladi et al., 2006), culturing of chondrocytes or stem cells under 5% $O_2$ tension for short durations is good for chondrogenic characteristic. On the other hand, the effect of reduced oxygen tension (less than 5%) is still not clear. Difference in the levels of oxygen tension within the physiological range of articular cartilage can exhibit different inferences about the influence of oxygen on chondrocyte metabolism.

Hypoxia is known to regulate the expression of chondrogenic marker genes, but little is known about chondrocyte survival and proliferation in hypoxic conditions. Seol and his colleagues exhibited that 1% pO$_2$ inhibited the apoptosis of primary cultured healthy canine chondrocytes induced by proteasome inhibitor and tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) treatment compared to standard oxygen tension (~20%) and chondrocyte survival was enhanced by 25% under 1% pO$_2$ compared to the survival of cells under 20% pO$_2$ (Seol et al., 2009). Another study reported that at the end of 5 days alginate bead culturing, 60% of equine chondrocytes survived at 1% oxygen tension even in the glucose free experimental conditions (Schneider et al., 2007). For in vitro tissue engineering strategies, to achieve high survival rates is fundamental to obtain enough number of cells to do down stream analysis. Regarding to aforementioned studies on chondrocyte survival rate, 1% pO$_2$ seems like a good culturing condition that chondrocytes survive and adapt to the condition easily. This might be because of the hypoxic nature of the chondrocytes in the body.

Imposition of hypoxia on chondrocyte culture enhanced glucose utilization due to increase in the rate of energy production by glycolysis in chondrocyte metabolism. Chondrocytes in low oxygen tensions were found being capable of maintaining the cellular energy charge (Rajpurohit et al. 1996). Furthermore, Rajpurohit and his coworkers noted that energy conservation and expression of HIF and activator protein-1 (AP-1), which controls cellular processes including proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis, appeared to be near-maximum at low oxygen tensions (Rajpurohit et al. 1996).
The study of Yudoh et al. reported that HIF-1α is necessary for anaerobic energy generation based on the upregulation of glycolytic enzymes and glucose transporters. Human osteoarthritic articular chondrocytes cultured under hypoxia (1% pO$_2$) exhibited significant increase of lactic acid concentration and glucose transporter-1 (GLU-1) mRNA expression compared to 20% pO$_2$ culture condition. Additionally, the deficiency HIF-1α led to a significant loss in glycolytic activities under hypoxic culture conditions which demonstrated the necessity of HIF-1α for energy generation in chondrocytes under 1 % pO$_2$ (Yudoh et al., 2005). Hypoxia enhanced gene expression of glucose transporters. This allowed chondrocytes to enhance their glucose intake and glycolytic rate, thereby providing sufficient amounts of ATP which is the fundamental prerequisite for cell survival (Pfander et al., 2007).

On the other hand, Berniakovich and coworkers studied the proliferation rate of mouse bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cells (BMSC). They showed that the proliferation rate of BMSC was higher in 3% O$_2$ than in 21% O$_2$. Furthermore, culturing BMSCs in 3% O$_2$ for 4 days as an initial phase of cell propagation, and switching to 21% pO$_2$ for 3 further days exhibited enhanced differentiation of mouse BMSCs (Berniakovich et al., 2013). This study concluded that 3%pO$_2$ increased cell proliferation initially and the differentiation process was inhibited in 3% pO$_2$ but enhanced when 21%pO$_2$ was applied (Berniakovich et al., 2013). Differentiation of stem cells to chondrocytes is essential for developing stem cell based cartilage tissue engineering researches, regarding to this study reoxygenation is necessary after sufficient cell proliferation is achieved under hypoxia.

1.6.2 Hypoxia effect on cartilage biomechanics

Studying biomechanics of cartilage might help to assess the responses of cartilage to different oxygen tensions like 5% and 20% pO$_2$. According to Boschetti et al., biomechanical parameters like Young’s modulus ($E_y$) and aggregate modulus ($H_A$) which is a measure of the stiffness of the tissue determined by confined compression test at equilibrium when all fluid flow has ceased, increased through surface to deep zone in healthy human articular cartilage (Boschetti et al., 2004). As previously mentioned, oxygen tension also varies within the cartilage depth therefore oxygen tension might have an effect to cartilage mechanical properties. Removal of articular cartilage from the joint and culturing the cartilage under standard culture conditions (20% O$_2$) for 6 days led to a significant reduction in the $H_A$ (Fermor et al., 2007). As another experimental condition, after 3 days of incubation at 20% O$_2$, the cartilage explants were switched to 5% O$_2$ condition for further 3 days. The results of this study showed that after further 3 days of incubation at 5% O$_2$ recovered cartilage from $H_A$
decrease which 3 days of preincubation at 20% O\textsubscript{2} caused and it increased aggregate modulus to a level similar to freshly joint. On the other hand, culturing chondrocytes at 1% pO\textsubscript{2} for a further 3 days did not show a significant effect as 5% pO\textsubscript{2} did, it almost maintained the value of $H_A$ after 3 days culturing at 20% pO\textsubscript{2} \cite{Fermor2007}. In a study by Yodmuang \textit{et al.}, the Young’s modulus ($E_y$) of cartilage was tested in 3 different culturing conditions which are 21% pO\textsubscript{2} for 28 days, 5% pO\textsubscript{2} for 28 days and transient hypoxia—reoxygenation (5% pO\textsubscript{2} for 7 days and 21% pO\textsubscript{2} for 21 days). In the reoxygenation and 21% pO\textsubscript{2} group, at the day 28, $E_y$ was significantly higher than the Young’s modulus of the group cultured at 5%pO\textsubscript{2}. In the reoxygenation condition Young’s modulus has the highest value among the other groups in the experiments \cite{Yodmuang2012}. Histology analysis of collagen type II content of chondrocytes under these three different conditions also showed the similar effects as Young’s modulus tests showed. This supports the relation of collagen type II with biomechanics of cartilage since one of the important function of collagen type II is to provide tensile strength to the tissue. Based on those two studies \cite{Fermor2007, Yodmuang2012}, it is possible to have an idea about hypoxia effect on mechanical parameters; for the short-term (a few days) exposure of 5% pO\textsubscript{2} on healthy cartilage leads to increase the stiffness of articular cartilage. Long term culturing might require a switch from hypoxia to an elevated oxygen tension in order to maintain stiffness of cartilage in a certain range. Since hypoxia effect on mechanical parameters is not clear due to lack of studies on biomechanics parameters of chondrocytes there is a need to have more studies on mechanical parameter when articular cartilage tissue is treated with low oxygen tensions.

\textbf{1.6.3 Hypoxia effect on chondrogenic markers}

The main aim of tissue engineering based studies is to achieve proper functioning cells and tissues which mimic the native cartilage. Studying chondrocyte specific marker expression is the essential goal to validate \textit{in vitro} results with native chondrocyte.

As cartilage has different chondrocyte phenotypes within cartilage depth, expression of the chondrogenic markers also differs within cartilage. In the superficial zone, healthy cartilage expresses proteoglycan 4 (PRG4), whereas transient zone markers are SOX9, collagen type II, and aggrecan \cite{Zuscik2008}. On the other hand, in the deep layer of cartilage which is close to subchondral bone, expression of collagen type X is dominant \cite{Zuscik2008, Schneider2007}.

Only a small portion of \textit{in vitro} studies has been performed with zonal chondrocytes \cite{Schuurman2012, Schuurman2009, Malda2010, Stockwell1971;
Hunziker et al., 2002). Those studies reported encouraging outcomes to make zonal harvesting and culturing chondrocytes more prevalent. For instance, equine chondrocytes isolated from 3 zones and cultured in alginate beads showed that cartilage can restore zone specific matrix expression (Schuurman et al., 2009). There is only one recent study (Schrobback et al. 2012) which has been performed to evaluate zonal marker and hypoxia related gene expressions of human articular chondrocytes which were harvested and cultured at 5% and 20% oxygen tensions by taken into account of zonal discriminations. Chondrocytes isolated from full-thickness, superficial, and middle/deep cartilage obtained from knee replacement surgeries were expanded and redifferentiated under 5% pO2 and 20% pO2 separately. Differentiation under 5% pO2 increased expression of HIF-1α and HIF-2α in middle/deep chondrocytes (Pfander et al., 2007; Schrobback et al., 2012). It is known that chondrocytes in deep layer experience lower oxygen tension (Zhou et al., 2004) than chondrocytes in superficial layer and gene expression of HIF-1α is more when oxygen tension are low in the environment. In addition to this, favored expression of proteoglycan 4 (Prg4) by superficial chondrocytes compared to chondrocytes in transient and deep layers was reported (Schrobback et al., 2012). Although studying zonal organization of cartilage in vitro is challenging due to the lack of specific zonal cell sorting protocols and limited amounts of cells harvested per zone (Schuurman et al., 2012; Malda et al, 2010), reported results of Schrobback et al. gave a huge hope that mimicking the zonal organization of articular cartilage most likely to enhance regenerative approaches for the treatment of cartilage defects.

Aggrecan is one of the most abundant component of ECM of cartilage tissue. Blakeney and his collugues reported ~5-fold increased aggrecan (ACAN) gene expression in osteoarthritic human cartilage maintained for ten days in micromass culture under 5% oxygen tension compared to 20% pO2 culture. This study also showed 4-fold increase in ACAN expression when normoxic-cultured cells were transfered to 5% O2 conditions (Blakeney et al., 2011).

It is known that cartilage tissue engineering suffers some intrinsic problems during chondrocyte culturing period. Chondrocyte-specific phenotype is lost during monolayer expansion, while cell proliferation is essential to gain sufficient number of cells for tissue engineering (Schulze-Tanzil et al., 2009; Qusous and Kerrigan et al., 2012). Dedifferentiated chondrocytes can be redifferentiated using three dimensional cultures while cell proliferation is then suppressed (Schulze-Tanzil et al., 2009). To make cartilage tissue renowned its function, a number of researchers have been trying to solve the intrinsic problems in chondrocyte tissues by using the tissue engineering techniques (Hunziker et al., 2001;
Hunziker et al., 2002). Studying both dedifferentiation and re-differentiation steps under hypoxia is a good attempt to elucidate hypoxia effects on chondrocytes.

Murphy and Sambanis investigated the effect of oxygen tension on bovine articular chondrocytes during 20 day monolayer culture period under 1%, 5% and 20% oxygen tensions. The amount of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) accumulation in the matrix was lower at 1% and 5% pO₂ compared to 20% pO₂ (Murphy and Sambanis et al., 2001). In a different study, human adipose derived stem cells are cultured as pellets in the presence of chondrogenic medium for 4 weeks (Merceron et al., 2010). This study showed no significant difference between 5% and 20% oxygen tensions when the pellet sections were stained with Alcian blue which a staining for determination of presence of GAG in the samples (Merceron et al., 2010). In contrast, type II collagen immunostaining appeared highly positive for the pellets cultured at 5% pO₂. Furthermore, 5% oxygen tension induced gene expression of type II collagen one week earlier than 20% oxygen tension (Merceron et al., 2010). Yodmuang and his group studied gene expressions of COL2A1, ACAN and SOX9 of bovine articular chondrocytes seeded in 3D mhydrogels in three different experimental conditions which are at hypoxia (5% pO₂ for 4 weeks), normoxia (21% pO₂ for 4 weeks) and reoxygenation (5% pO₂ for one week and 21% pO₂ for 3 weeks) (Yodmuang et al., 2012). Reoxygenation condition showed increased proteoglycan and collagen type II gene expressions compared to either 21% or 5% pO₂ group (Yodmuang et al., 2012). Similarly, 3D micromass culture model of adipose-derived stem cells showed a markedly decrease immunostaining of type II collagen and extracellular matrix proteoglycan under 2% oxygen tension at the end of day 12 (Malladi et al., 2006).

Moreover, at the end of 20-day culture period at 1% pO₂, decreased hyaluronan synthesis on bovine articular chondrocytes compared to 20% pO₂ was reported (Murphy and Sambanis et al., 2001). Similarly, other researchers found a huge decrease in hyaluronan synthesis after 2D culturing bovive articular chondrocytes for 12 hours at 1% pO₂ compared to 5% pO₂ and 20% pO₂. On the other hand, they exhibited a highly significant increase in hyaluronan synthesis under 5% pO₂ (Hashimoto et al., 2006).

Domm and his collegues worked on both monolayer and alginate bead culture of bovine articular chondrocytes which were subjected to either 21% or 5% O₂ for two weeks (Domm et al., 2002). They showed that protein expression of collagen type II (COL2) which is the best accepted chondrogenic marker (Lu et al., 2010) was not produced by either dedifferentiated monolayer chondrocytes under 5% or 21% oxygen or under 21% oxygen in 3D alginate bead culture. However, differentiated cells in alginate beads subjected to 5% oxygen tension
exhibited a strong COL2 expression (Domm et al., 2002). Additionally, other ECM markers like collagen type IX and GAGs are also found to be higher for alginate beads at 5%\(pO_2\) condition (Domm et al., 2002). This study suggests oxygen is an important parameter in cartilage tissue engineering and post-culturing of dedifferentiated bovine articular chondrocytes in alginate beads under 5% oxygen supports redifferentiation and matrix-production by cartilage cells (Domm et al., 2002). Those results indicates increased expressions of ECM components and chondrogenic characteristic by performing 3D culturing under hypoxia rather than 2D culture.

Foldager et al. also compared monolayer and 3D hypoxic cultures; quantitative RT-PCR results showed an increased expression of cartilage-specific genes such as Sox9, collagen type II, and aggrecan in 3D culture. Das et al. reported that after a 5-day alginate bead cultured human osteoarthritic chondrocytes showed a slightly increased expression of chondrogenic marker genes such as aggrecan, collagen type II, Sox9 and VEGF under 5% \(pO_2\) compared to 20% \(pO_2\) (Das et al., 2010). The essential role of Sox9 in hypoxic induction of the differentiated chondrocyte phenotype was investigated by revealing a Sox9 dependency of HIF-2\(\alpha\) expression (Lafont et al., 2007).

Almost all of the studies mentioned above make the same conclusion; applying %5\(pO_2\) and culturing chondrocytes in 3D together up-regulates most of the ECM macromolecules and chondrocyte specific markers. While 20% oxygen tension can increase GAGs for long term culturing like 3-4 weeks, 5% \(pO_2\) upregulates type II collagen in matrix. However effects of oxygen tensions less than 5% is still not clear. Studies performed to compare effects of hypoxia within the range of 0-5% \(pO_2\) is required to obtain best conditions for culturing to improve the cell/tissue based tissue engineering cartilage repair strategies.

In the course of cell-based repair strategies of cartilage this common conclusion helps achieving the closest mimicking the native chondrocyte.
Section 2

Transforming Growth Factor-Beta (TGF-β) Signaling Pathway

2.1 TGF-β Signaling

Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) is a pleiotropic cytokine that is expressed by all cells and tissues in all higher organisms (Jenkins et al., 2008). When TGF-β is synthesized, it is in an inactive form which is called as latent TGF-β. The latent form comprises of TGF-β pro-protein itself and its propeptide which is know as latency associated peptide (LAP). Further association of latent TGF-β binding protein (LTBP) with TGF-β-LAP complex by formation of disulfate bonds gives rise to a large latent complex which becomes covalently attached to ECM proteins (Finnson et al., 2012). Inactive TGF-β is unable to carry out its signaling function. Therefore, latent TGF-β needs to be activated in order to involved in physiological functions such as healing, development, growth and maintenance of various cells and tissues (Jenkins et al., 2008; Finnson et al., 2012). The activation of TGF-β is a complex and tightly regulated process (Jenkins et al., 2008). Latent TGF-β can be activated by a number of physical processes including reactive oxygen species, and biological processes such as proteolysis (Jenkins et al., 2008; Annes et al., 2003). In a study by Annes and his coworkers (Annes et al., 2003), activation of TGF-β was conceptualized as a sensor model. In this model, latent TGF-β was considered as an ECM-localized sensor and it comprises LTBP as a localizer, LAP as a detector and TGF-β as an effector. They stated that failure to localize latent TGF-β complex resulted in altered activity of TGF-β. The primary role of TGF-β is to ‘report’ an alteration of the ECM. Therefore, latent TGF-β as a sensor responds to ECM damage or perturbations in ECM. The responds are mostly activation of TGF-β by activator molecules to start TGF-β signaling in order to regulate mechanisms in cellular milieu (Annes et al., 2003).

Transforming growth factor (TGF)-β and related factors of it have attracted more attention since last decade because of their functions as regulation of proliferation, differentiation, adhesion and apoptosis of the cells in a wide range of organisms (Derynck et al., 1998; Messagué and Chen et al., 2000; Miyazono et al., 2000). Members of transforming growth factor beta family include TGF-βs, activins and inhibins, nodal, myostatin, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), growth/differentiation factors (GDFs), and anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) (Miyazawa et al., 2002). Signal transduction by these factors involves four classes of molecules: a family of membrane receptor serine/threonine kinases (type I and type II TGF-beta receptors), auxiliary membrane receptors (endoglin and betaglycan), a family of
cytoplasmic proteins (the Smad family) that serves as substrates for these receptors, and nuclear DNA-binding factors that associate with Smads forming transcriptional complexes (Chen et al., 1998; Finnson et al., 2010). Signaling is initiated by specific binding of cytokines of the TGF-β superfamily to a specific pair of type II receptor kinases. This complex induces the phosphorylation and activation of type I receptor kinase (Chen et al., 1998). The activated type I receptor phosphorylates a specific regulatory Smad (R-Smads). Type I receptors for TGF-β ligand such as ALK5 and ALK1 recognize Smad2 and Smad3, whereas type I receptors for BMP ligand such as ALK3 and ALK6 recognize Smad1, Smad5, and Smad8 (Massague et al., 2000; Miyazawa et al., 2002). Then R-Smads associate with the related protein Smad4 (Co-Smad) and move into the nucleus. (Chen et al., 1998). Smad complexes accumulate in the nucleus, where they regulate gene transcriptions by recruiting transcriptional coactivators or inhibitors to DNA (Zhang et al., 2003). Because of the diversity of processes controlled by different TGF-β family members, this signaling pathway is largely responsible for context-specific effects of the TGF-β family of proteins (Zhang et al., 2003; Chen et al., 1998).

2.2 Role of TGF-β in cartilage

Transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) plays a significant role in promoting chondrocyte anabolism in vitro and in vivo (Grimaud et al., 2002). Transforming growth factor-beta is a multifunctional regulator of cartilage repair and homeostasis with its critical roles in chondrocyte proliferation, differentiation and extracellular matrix (ECM) production. (Finnson et al., 2010). TGF-β also inhibits terminal differentiation. Therefore, it blocks endochondral bone formation (van der Kraan et al., 2010; van der Kraan et al., 2009). It has been reported that TGF-β signaling not only stimulated production of type II collagen and aggrecan, but also blocked degradation of ECM proteins by increasing production of protease inhibitors (van der Kraan et al., 2010; Finnson et al., 2012). These actions of TGF-β suppress the effect of OA. Therefore, TGF-β may potentially promote cartilage integrity and repair (Blom et al., 2007). Deficient TGF-β signaling has been implicated in a number of cartilage-related disorders including rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis (OA). (Finnson et al., 2012). It has been shown that disruption of TGF-β signalling led to the development of degenerative joint disease resembling human osteoarthritis (OA) in mice (Serra et al., 1997). However, positive regulation of TGF-β is not valid in late stages of OA (van der Kraan et al., 2009).

It has been reported that OA caused deregulation of TGF-β signaling pathway by altering function or expression of TGF-β signaling molecules (Finnson et al., 2012). Van der Kraan et
al., explained the dual effects of TGFβ on chondrocytes by the fact that TGFβ can signal via different receptors and related Smad signaling routes (van der Kraan et al., 2010). In this study, it has been also exhibited that signaling via ALK5 (Smad2/3 route) resulted in markedly different chondrocyte responses than ALK1 signaling (Smad1/5/8) (van der Kraan et al., 2010). Furthermore, ALK1 mRNA expression showed highly correlation with levels of matrix metalloproteinase 13 (MMP-13) which is an enzyme responsible for breakdown of extracellular matrix and highly expressed in the case of OA whereas ALK5 mRNA levels correlated with aggrecan and collagen type II level. (Finnson et al., 2012). In another study, it has been found that not only progression of osteoarthritis but also ageing was correlated with loss of ALK5 and Smad 3 expression in murine articular cartilage (Blaney Davidson et al., 2009). Conversely, expression of ALK1 did not decrease with ageing as ALK5 in this study. They also reported the increased ratio of ALK1/ALK5 in OA articular chondrocytes (Blaney Davidson et al., 2009). These articles mutually stated that loss of the Smad2/3 signaling and relatively enhanced Smad1/5/8 signaling can be the root of the OA process and the ratio of ALK1/ALK5 is an important criteria to determine the overall effect of TGF-β in chondrocytes (van der Kraan et al., 2010; Blaney Davidson et al., 2009). In addition, inhibitory Smads (Smad6 and Smad7) have crucial role in negative regulation of TGF-β signaling. Smad7 inhibits both signaling routes, whereas Smad6 only inhibits Smad1/5/8 signaling (van der Kraan et al., 2009; Li et al., 2003).

Like type I receptors and Smad molecules, function and expression of type II and type III receptors are also altered in OA. TGF-β type II receptor (TβRII) levels were shown to be decreased in human OA cartilage (Verdier et al., 2005). It has been found that deficient TβRII led to terminal chondrocyte differentiation and the development of OA-like features in mice skeletal tissue (Serra et al., 1997). On the other hand, it has been reported that endoglin protein levels were enhanced in human OA cartilage as compared to normal cartilage (Finnson et al., 2010). Expression and function of betaglycan in the case of osteoarthritis is poorly understood. However, in a rat model of OA, it has been reported that betaglycan levels did not change (Appleton et al., 2007; Finnson et al., 2012).

It can be concluded from the studies that targeting the specific components of TGF-β signaling may potentially promote therapeutic strategies in order to inhibit the progression of the disease in articular cartilage.
Section 3

Effect of Hypoxia on Transforming Growth Factor-β Signaling Pathway in Osteoarthritic Human Cartilage
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Abstract

Objective: Due to avascularity, chondrocytes have poor ability to regenerate themselves which is challenging for tissue engineering to achieve full functioning cartilage. Culturing chondrocytes or cartilage tissue has been frequently performed by using atmospheric oxygen tensions which is hyperoxic compared to nature of healthy cartilage. Implementing hypoxia as culturing condition closely mimics the environment of native cartilage. Not only culturing conditions, but also the cellular mechanisms such as TGF-β signaling is essential to study the regulations of cellular activities of chondrocytes. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of hypoxia on both chondrogenic markers and TGF-β signaling in human osteoarthritic chondrocytes.

Methods: Osteoarthritic human articular chondrocytes were cultured in alginate beads in a microbioreactor for 48 hours. Hypoxic oxygen tension (1% pO₂) and 20% pO₂ (control) was used as experimental conditions. Gene expression levels of hypoxia targets, chondrogenic markers, and TGF-beta signaling were determined by quantitative RT-PCR.

Results: Chondrocytes cultured under hypoxic condition showed upregulation of both chondrogenic markers and hypoxia targets which is an indication for good adaptation of chondrocytes to hypoxia. Gene expressions of crucial molecules of TGF-beta signaling was enhanced by hypoxia.

Conclusion: Hypoxia enhances chondrogenic markers and expression of major components of TGF-β signaling in 3D culture of osteoarthritic human chondrocytes. Targeting enhancement specific components of TGF-β signaling by implementing proper experimental conditions like hypoxia may represent a suitable therapeutic strategy for the treatment of osteoarthritis.
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3.1 Introduction

Articular cartilage is highly organized avascular tissue which protects the underlying bone by withstanding to loading and provides close to friction free movement. There is no other cell type than chondrocytes in cartilage tissue for the repair mechanism in the case of cartilage damage or disease (Khan et al., 2008; Lafont et al., 2008). Due to avascularity, chondrocytes have a poor ability to regenerate themselves and it is challenging to restore full tissue function when it is damaged. The field of cartilage tissue engineering aims to repair or regenerate damaged tissue and thereby halt disease progression and restore functionality for a prolonged time. This field has attracted great interest for improving articular cartilage therapy (Zhang et al., 2009; Getgood et al., 2009). Therefore, chances of mimicking the cartilage native environment is needed to restore the functionality of the tissue.

Due to its avascular nature, chondrocytes receive the required amount of oxygen and nutrients for their metabolism by diffusion from the synovial fluid that flows through the cartilage tissue during the joint movement. Therefore cartilage tissue experiences relatively lower level of oxygen than other tissues (Milner et al., 2012; Yodmuang et al., 2012). Oxygen tension within articular cartilage is ranging from 6-10% at the articular surface to around 1% in the deep zone (Grimshaw and Mason et al., 2000; Zhou et al., 2004). In order to survive and being able to maintain the cartilage phenotype in hypoxic environment, articular chondrocytes develop highly adaptive mechanisms to sense oxygen availability and to activate a metabolic pathway which requires a minimum amount of oxygen (Wang et al., 1995; Milner et al., 2012; Yodmuang et al., 2012). Up to ~95% of energy generation from glycolysis which is anaerobic energy generation is considered one of the fundamental adaptations to the low oxygen status of cartilage to minimize oxygen consumption by leading lack of mitochondria in chondrocytes (Heywood et al., 2010; Lee and Urban et al., 1997; Milner et al., 2012). However, cell or tissue culture of cartilage have been frequently carried out under atmospheric oxygen tensions (21% pO$_2$) which is hyperoxic compared to that of physiological oxygen level of articular cartilage (Berniakovitch et al., 2013; Yodmuang et al., 2012).

Culturing chondrocytes under 5% pO$_2$ that more closely resembles their in vivo environment has been shown to have positive effects on cell survival and synthesis of extracellular matrix components such as collagen type II, aggrecan and glycosaminoglycan (Domm et al., 2002; Katopodi et al., 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2006; Schrobback et al., 2012).
Transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) plays a significant role in promoting chondrocyte anabolism in vitro and in vivo (Grimaud et al., 2002). TGF-β is a multifunctional regulator of cartilage repair and homeostasis with its critical roles in chondrocyte proliferation, differentiation and extracellular matrix (ECM) production. (Finnson et al., 2010). It has been shown that disruption of TGF-β signalling led to the development of degenerative joint disease resembling human osteoarthritis (OA) in mice (Serra et al., 1997). Therefore, application of TGF-β may potentially promote cartilage integrity and repair (Blom et al., 2007).

Cytokines of the TGF-β superfamily include nearly 30 proteins in mammals, e.g., TGF-βs activins and inhibins, nodal, myostatin, bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs), growth/differentiation factors (GDFs), and anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH) (Miyazawa et al., 2002). Among these cytokines TGF-βs and BMPs were identified as more related with cartilage tissue in vivo. Therefore, TGF-β signaling pathway upon TGF-β or BMP ligand binding is essential for cartilage tissue (Wozney and Rosen et al., 1998; Miyazawa et al., 2002). A simplified representation of TGF-β signaling is shown in the Fig. 1. Both type II and type I receptors are required for signal transduction. In addition, type III receptors (betaglycan, and endoglin) act as co-receptor for certain members of the TGF-β superfamily (Mokrosinski and Krajewska et al., 2008; Miyazawa et al., 2002). TGF-β binds to type II receptor; this binding might be enhanced by the presence of a type III receptor (Hui and Friedman et al., 2003; Pinzani and Marra et al., 2001). Upon the ligand binding, type II receptor (TGFBR-II or BMPR-II) activates type I receptor kinases (activin like kinases-ALKs) through phosphorylation of type I receptor. (Pinzani and Marra et al., 2001). Then activated type I receptor leads to phosphorylation of intracellular regulatory Smad (R-SMAD) proteins (Miyazono et al., 2000). Type I receptors for TGF-β ligand such as ALK5 and ALK1 recognize Smad2 and Smad3, whereas the type I receptors for BMP ligand such as ALK3 and ALK6 recognize Smad1, Smad5, and Smad8 (Massague et al., 2000; Miyazawa et al., 2002). Activated R-SMADs form a complex with Co-SMAD (Smad4) and translocate to the nucleus where they regulate transcription of target genes which play fundamental roles in cellular regulations (Hui and Friedman et al., 2003; Miyazono et al., 2000).
Multiple micro-environmental factors regulate chondrocyte function and phenotype (Djouad et al., 2007). Extracellular parameters like hypoxia might affect TGF-β signaling of chondrocytes. There are three mammalian isoforms of TGF-β (1, 2 and 3) and each of them shows different reactions to hypoxia depending on the cell type. In human dermal fibroblasts hypoxia regulates the synthesis of TGF-β1 (Falanga et al., 1991), while it has been shown the upregulation of TGF-β2 in human endothelial cells (Akman et al., 2001). Martin and his colleagues reported the upregulation of TGF-β1 and type I receptor of TGF-β signaling and downregulation of chondrogenic markers like aggrecan and collagen type II under the effect of 5% pO₂ for 1.5 hours (Martin et al., 2004). There is no study which has been performed with human osteoarthritic chondrocytes to investigate longer term effect of hypoxia on TGF-β signaling. The purpose of the present study was to investigate the effect of hypoxia on both chondrogenic markers and TGF-β signaling molecules in human osteoarthritic chondrocytes.

3.2 Methods

Culturing, RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis were performed by Ruud H.J. Das. These methods were also included in this paper. Moreover, a novel culturing system, μ24 bioreactor, was introduced in the methods part.

3.2.1 Cell Culture

Full thickness cartilage was harvested from patients undergoing total knee replacement surgery. Harvested cartilage tissue was treated with 0.2% protease in physiological saline solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for 90 minutes and put into basal medium (DMEM, 4.5 g/L glucose with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS), 50μg/ml gentamicine and 1.5 μg/ml fungizone (all...
Invitrogen)) supplemented with 0.15% collagenase B (Roche Diagnostic) for overnight digestion. The following day, harvested cell number was determined using a haemocytometer. Chondrocytes were then seeded at a density of 7,500 cell/cm² in T175 culture flasks for expansion of culture. Alginate beads were created with second passage chondrocytes in 1.2% low viscosity alginate (Keltone LV) by dripping a 1.2% low viscosity alginate suspension with 4 million cells/ml into a CaCl₂ solution with help of 23" gauge needle. Afterwards the beads were collected from CaCl₂ solution and washed twice with physiological saline and once with basal medium and transferred a T175 culture flask. Alginate beads were transferred to μ24 bioreactor (Applicon Biotechnology) after five days of pre-culture.

3.2.2 ALK5 inhibition

A specific ALK5 inhibitor (SB-525334, Sigma) was used to inhibit ALK5 which is a type I TGF-β receptor. Two hours before the induction of hypoxia (1% pO₂) as bioreactor culturing setting, 10μM of the inhibitor was added to alginate bead culture.

3.2.3 Bioreactor

3.2.3.1 Bioreactor System

The microbioreactor is (Applikon B.V., Schiedam, The Netherlands) a recently developed cell culture system which includes a specialized single use 24 well-reactor cassette for culturing [Fig. 2 (A)]. It has an advantage over culturing in incubator by offering independent control of temperature, pH and dissolved oxygen (DO) in each single well of bioreactor cassette. The microbioreactor also provides continuous monitoring of experimental parameters like oxygen and pH for every individual well and saves the data for a user defined data log time. Therefore this culturing system provides testing multiple conditions in an experiment. In the MicroReactor system a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) tuning is fundamental. PID settings have been optimized to minimize the deviations from setpoint (Applikon Biotechnology).

Oxygen tension and pH are measured through two sensor patches at the bottom of every single well [Fig. 2 (B)]. Hypoxic conditions are achieved using air or pure oxygen as counter gas with infusion of inert nitrogen (N₂) as purging gas. pH is controlled by infusion of CO₂ (to lower pH) or NH₃ (to raise pH). Individual well temperature is controlled by the use of a heater and temperature sensor, situated outside of the bioreactor. An orbital shaker system ensures homogeneity of the medium through agitation (Das et al., 2010).
Fig. 2. The µ-24 bioreactor (A) (Das et al., 2008), simplified representation of one well of the 24 well cassette of µ-24 bioreactor (B) (Modified from Pall Corporation)

3.2.3.2 Bioreactor Culture

Thirty alginate beads/well were transferred to a specific 24 well cassette, designed for use with µ24 bioreactor. Four millilitre of redifferentiation medium (DMEM, 4.5 g/L glucose with 1:100 ITS+premix, 10ng/ml TGF-β2, 10 ng/ml IGF-1, 25 μg/ml L-ascorbic acid and 50 μg/ml gentamicin and 1.5 μg/ml fungizone) was added to every well. Oxygen tension was lowered by continuous sparging with inert nitrogen. Oxygen was maintained at the desired set point by using air as counter gas. Medium pH was maintained at 7.2 using CO₂. Beads were harvested for RNA isolation after 48 hours duration of bioreactor culturing.

3.2.4 RNA isolation, RNA purification and cDNA synthesis

Alginate beads were harvested and dissolved in 150 μl/bead 55mM sodium citric acid and spun down for 8 minutes at 1600 rpm. In order to isolate RNA, cell pellets occurred after centrifuging step were resuspended in 350 μl RNABe (TEL-TEST Inc.). After addition of 60 μl chloroform, samples were centrifuged for 20 minutes at 13,000xg. Total RNA was purified using the Qiagen RNA Micro kit according to manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen GmbH) and nucleic acid content was determined spectrophotometrically (NanoDrop ND1000, Isogen Life Science). Each sample was reverse transcribed into complementary DNA (cDNA) using RevertAid First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (MBI Fermentas).

3.2.5 Gene Expression Analysis

For gene expression analysis quantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was performed by using CFX96 Touch™ Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-
Rad Laboratories, Inc.). Gene expression analysis of chondrogenic marker (aggrecan (AGC1)), hypoxia targets (vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), prolyl hydroxylase 3 (PHD3), growth differentiation factor 10 (GDF10), hyaluronan synthase 2 (HAS2) and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2)), TGF-β targets (plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), and nephroblastoma overexpressed (NOV)), BMP target (Runt related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2)) and type III receptors of TGF-β signaling (betaglycan (BGCAN) and endoglin (ENG)) was performed. In order to normalize the data to an internal control (housekeeper gene), 2^ΔCt method where ΔCt = (Ct gene of interest - Ct internal control) was used. Geometric means of housekeeper expressions; Beta-2 microglobulin (B2M), ubiquitin (UBC), beta-actin (ACTB), hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase 1 (HPRT1) and 18SrRNA was calculated and used as a housekeeper index for internal control in 2^ΔCt method.

3.2.6 Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 21.0 software. Four donors for some of the hypoxia targets (VEGF, PHD3 and GDF10) and two donors for the rest of gene of interests were used. Every condition was performed in duplicates (for the aforementioned three hypoxia target genes n=8 per condition, for the rest n=4 per condition). The effect of experimental conditions was tested using a mixed-effect linear regression model. Therefore the correlation in the data that exists within each donor was accounted. In the software “donor” was incorporated as a random effect to correct for basal differences in specific expression between patients. Experimental conditions were introduced as “fixed” effect to software. P values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Hypoxia Targets and Chondrogenic Markers

Osteoarthritic chondrocytes redifferentiated in alginate beads showed a good adaptation to hypoxia. All of the hypoxia targets that were tested in this study showed upregulation for 1% pO2 condition compared to control condition (20% pO2). Upregulation of the specific hypoxia targets; vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), prolyl hydroxylase 3 (PHD3), growth differentiation factor 10 (GDF10) and cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2) was significant for 1% pO2 [Fig. 3]; especially expression of VEGF was 25 times more than in the case normoxia and it exhibited the most significant upregulation among the other hypoxia targets. Slightly increased expression of aggrecan (AGC1) under hypoxia effect was not significant to claim
that reduced oxygen tension alters expression of this chondrogenic marker. On the other hand, the most relevant chondrogenic marker, collagen type II expression was significantly higher under hypoxia (data for COL2 was provided by Ruud H.J. Das).

**Fig. 3** Relative gene expression of hypoxia targets (A) and chondrogenic markers (B) under hypoxia and normoxia. *P*<0.05, **P*<0.01, ***P*<0.001

### 3.3.2 Effect of hypoxia on TGF-β ligands

As TGF-β signaling ligands, gene expression of three isoforms of TGF-β (1, 2 and 3) was tested in the presence of hypoxia effect and results were compared with 20% pO2 condition. After 2 days of bioreactor culture, only TGF-β2 was significantly up-regulated under 1% pO2 while expression of the other isoforms were not significantly altered (data was shown in Appendix A.1).

### 3.3.3 Effect of hypoxia and ALK5 inhibition on ligand specific target genes

PAI-1 and NOV was considered as specific genes expressed upon binding of TGF-β ligand (TGF-β target) whereas RUNX2 was accounted as BMP target which is gene expressed upon BMP ligand binding to specific TGF-β receptors. TGF-β targets showed a slight upregulation under the effect of 1% pO2 in osteoarthritic chondrocytes [Fig. 4]. Conversely, BMP target (RUNX2) exhibited a significant down regulation in the case of hypoxia.

**Fig.4.** Relative expression of TGF-β targets and BMP target (RUNX2) under hypoxia and normoxia. **P*<0.01
ALK5 inhibitor (SB-525334) was tested for the effect of TGF-β and BMP targets under the effect of hypoxia (1% pO\textsubscript{2}). Samples without ALK5 inhibitor and with 10mM inhibitor were compared [Fig.5]. ALK5 inhibition slightly suppressed the expression of PAI-1 in hypoxic samples. On the other hand, expression of NOV and RUNX2 were not altered.

![Effect of ALK5 inhibition](image)

**Fig.5.** Effect of ALK5 inhibition on expression of TGF-β targets and BMP target (RUNX2) under hypoxia

### 3.3.4 Effect of hypoxia on TGF-β receptors

Imposing 1% pO\textsubscript{2} to 3D-OAHAC culture led to downregulation of TGF-β type III receptors (BGCAN and ENG) which are co-receptors in TGF-β signaling pathway. (The results are not significant) [Fig.6]. On the other hand, type I receptors (ALK1 and ALK5) showed a significant upregulation while expression of type II receptors was unaffected by hypoxia (data was shown in Appendix A.2).
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**Fig.6.** Relative expression of TGF-β type III receptors (BGCAN and ENG) under hypoxia and normoxia.

### 3.4 Discussion

In this paper, the effect of reduced oxygen tension on TGF-β signaling pathway was studied in alginate bead microbioreactor culture of osteoarthritic human chondrocytes. As a first criteria, chondrogenic marker and hypoxia target expressions were considered in order to
investigate the effect of imposed culturing conditions to OA chondrocytes. Then consequences of hypoxia on major TGF-β signaling molecules were taken into account.

In order to survive and be able to maintain the cartilage phenotype in hypoxic environment, articular chondrocytes develop a highly adaptive mechanism through the prevalent hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α) which requires minimum amount of oxygen in the cellular environment for its activity otherwise it is degraded by prolyl hydroxylases (PHDs) which are real sensors due to their use of oxygen as co-factor (Wang et al., 1995; Lafont et al., 2010). It was found that mRNA of PHD2 and PHD3 were induced during a hypoxia challenge in human chondrocytes (Ke and Costa et al., 2006; McMahon et al., 2006). Fujita and his coworkers reported that the induction of PHD3 mRNA expression in human nucleus pulposus cells was about 50-fold at 72 hours in 1% pO2 (Fujita et al., 2012). Our results were showed the similar outcomes for PHD3 expression. At the end of 48 hour 3D bioreactor culture, PHD3 was significantly upregulated in redifferentiated OA human chondrocytes at 1% pO2. In addition to PHD3 upregulation, one of the growth factor that is induced by the activation of HIF-1α is VEGF (Lafont et al., 2010). Pfander et al. (Pfander et al., 2007) stated that hypoxia led to high level expressions of HIF-1α and HIF-1α target genes such as VEGF. It is known that production of VEGF can be induced in cells that are not receiving enough oxygen (De Bond et al., 2002). Therefore this highly supports, the significant upregulation of VEGF in our study. Furthermore, GDF10 was reported as hypoxia-inducible gene by Lafont et al., (Lafont et al., 2008). This study was performed with 2D culture of healthy human chondrocytes and they showed 6 times higher GDF10 mRNA expression under 1% pO2 compared to normoxia at the end of 4 days. Following 48 hours of hypoxia, we found 7 times higher expression of GDF10 in 3D osteoarthritic human chondrocyte culture compared to 20% pO2 control condition. Refering to our results, we suggest PHD3, VEGF and GDF10 as hypoxia targets for 3D culturing of human chondrocytes.

A family of enzymes responsible for the synthesis of hyaluronan (HA), designated HAS for HA synthase, has been identified (Hashimoto et al., 2006) In a study by Hashimoto and his group, they reported enhanced mRNA expression of HAS2 in bovine articular chondrocytes which were cultured in 2D under 5% pO2 (Hashimoto et al., 2006). In the same study they showed a huge decrease in HA synthesis at 1% pO2 compared to 5%, 10% and 20% pO2. Similarly another study showed decreased synthesis of HA synthesis in bovine articular chondrocytes cultured in 2D under 1% pO2 (Murphy et al., 2001).Conversely, our results exhibited upregulation of HAS2 under 1% pO2 in human OA chondrocytes cultured in
alginate beads. This indicated that HAS2 is not only hypoxia target but also redifferentiation marker in 3D culture system. However, there was a huge variation in expression level of HAS2 between donors in the presented study.

Cyclooxygenase-2 was also reported as HIF-1α target gene (Xue and Shah et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2010). It has been shown the upregulation of COX2 under 1% pO₂ in monolayer culture of normal human esophageal cells (Lee et al., 2010). Similarly, our results exhibited hypoxia induced COX2 expression in human OA chondrocytes.

Studying the expressions of chondrogenic markers is the most important criteria to evaluate the behaviour of chondrocytes in the applied culturing conditions. Downregulation of chondrogenic markers implies the dedifferentiation of the chondrocytes while upregulation of these markers refers redifferentiation. Our results showed upregulation of one of the key chondrogenic markers, collagen type II in the case of hypoxia. It has been found that 1% pO₂ exhibited an increased expression of aggrecan and collagen type II in healthy human articular chondrocytes at the end of 6 day in 3D culturing (Foldager et al., 2011). Blakeney and his colleagues reported 5 fold increased mRNA aggrecan expression in OAHAC maintained for ten days at 5% oxygen tension (Blakeney et al., 2011). Our outcomes for aggrecan gene expression was not significant to claim that reduced oxygen tension alters expression of this chondrogenic marker.

Three mammalian TGF-β isoforms (TGF-β1, TGF-β2 and TGF-β3) are encoded by structurally nearly identical genes and synthesized by a wide variety of cell types (Javelaud and Mauviel et al., 2004). Gene expressions of these TGF-β isoforms especially in human chondrocytes under the hypoxia effect are poorly understood. Our study showed that oxygen deprivation (hypoxia) significantly upregulated expression of TGF-β2 while expressions of the other isoforms are not significantly altered; TGF-β1 was even slightly downregulated. Therefore, alginate bead culture of OAHAC which was treated with 1% pO₂ selectively regulated TGF-β2.

There was a slight increase in the expression of PAI-1 when 3D chondrocyte culture was exposed to 1% pO₂ for 2 days in our study. In another study, Zhu and his colleagues found the similar effect for 2% pO₂ on mRNA expression of PAI-1 in chondrocytes from rat knee joint (Zhu et al., 2009). In Finnson et al., the expression of PAI-1 and type II collagen was studied as in relation of type I receptors of TGF-β (ALK1 and ALK5) in OAHAC (Finnson et al., 2008). They reported that ALK1 inhibited, whereas ALK5 promoted, TGF-β1–induced transcriptional activity and mRNA expression of PAI-1 and type II collagen. In our study, inhibition of ALK5 suppressed the expression of PAI-1 for chondrocytes treated with 1% pO₂.
Therefore, our results showed that expression of PAI-1 which is one of the TGF-β target gene, depends on TGF-β signaling through ALK5. On the other hand, expression of PAI-1 was inversely related to the level of endoglin and betaglycan observed in osteoarthritic human chondrocytes. Furthermore, we found correlation between PAI-1 and TGF-β2. Enhanced expression of PAI-1 by ALK5 might be led by increased endogenous TGF-β2 expression. As another TGF-β target gene, we tested the expression of NOV under the effect of hypoxia and ALK5 inhibition. We showed that expression of NOV did not alter by either the effect of hypoxia or the effect of ALK5 inhibition. Conversely, in a study it was reported that NOV gene expression was regulated by HIF-1α and TGF-β3 in 2D culturing of human trophoblast cell line JEG3 at 1% pO2 for 1 day (Wolf et al., 2010). On the other hand, Lafont and his coworkers reported the correlation of NOV expression with TGF-β2 mRNA expression in a monolayer culture of ATDC5 cells and primary chondrocytes during 3 week culture period (Lafont et al., 2006). NOV expression was highest for ATDC5 cells at day 8. They also showed that NOV acted with TGF-β1 in a cascade of gene regulation. Redifferentiation and short duration of our experiments compared to Lafont et al., (Lafont et al., 2006) in our 3D culture might be a reason for unaltered regulation of NOV expression for our experimental cases.

Hirao and his coworkers studied expression of RUNX2 in the pluripotent mesenchymal cell line and mice embryo forelimb which were cultured under 5% pO2 (Hirao et al., 2006). They reported that hypoxia suppressed the hypertrophy of chondrocytes by down-regulating RUNX2 gene expression (Hirao et al., 2006). Similarly, in another study it has been reported that osteoblast like cells which were exposed to hypoxia showed decreased mRNA expression of RUNX2 in a time dependent manner to 4 days (Park et al., 2002). Our data also exhibited that hypoxia significantly downregulated RUNX2 expression. In our study we considered RUNX2 as target gene expressed upon the BMP ligand binding in TGF-β signaling pathway. We found that expression of RUNX2 is related to the presence of high oxygen levels in the cellular environment in order to signaling through the BMP ligand binding in TGF-β signaling pathway. Interestingly, expression of RUNX2 was slightly enhanced when ALK5 function was inhibited. Therefore we showed that activity of ALK5 suppressed the expression of RUNX2 meaning that ALK5 was not a favorable TGF-β type I receptor for the expression of RUNX2 upon the BMP ligand binding under hypoxia.

Endoglin is a TGF-β co-receptor that has been shown to modulate TGF-β signalling in endothelial cells (Bernabeu et al., 2009; Finnson et al., 2010). Endoglin displayed high affinity for TGF-β1, intermediate affinity for TGF-β3, and no affinity for TGF-β2 in cell lines.
of human chondrocytes. (Parker et al., 2003; Mokrosinski and Krajewska et al., 2008). Our results inhibited downregulation of endoglin expression under the influence of hypoxia. Our results exhibited that hypoxia suppressed the expression of endoglin due to decreased expression of TGF-β1 under hypoxia. Referring to our results for endoglin, we suggest there is a correlation between the expressions endoglin and TGF-β1. On the other hand, since hypoxia effect in our 3D culture increased the gene expression of TGF-β2 which does not to bind endoglin, co-receptor endoglin was not favorably used in our hypoxic cell culture in TGF-β signaling pathway. Thus, under hypoxia, cellular mechanisms might downregulate the expression of endoglin. Finnson et al. (Finnson et al., 2010) suggested endoglin as a potential differentiation marker for human osteoarthritic chondrocytes under standard oxygen tension (20% pO₂). This might endorse that hypoxia led to better redifferentiation of our 3D culture by downregulating the expression of endoglin for human OA chondrocytes under hypoxia. Similar to endoglin expression in this study, we found decreased expression of betaglycan for the samples imposed to hypoxia condition. We report that hypoxia downregulated the expressions of type III receptors in OAHAC during bioreactor culturing in alginate beads at 1% oxygen tension. Presence of high oxygen tensions in cellular environment might induce expression of type III receptors.

Differences in design and duration of the experiments, state of cell culture, and the experimental parameters participate to the variation of the results between studies. On the other hand, tight control of extracellular parameters during the culture period plays an important role to eliminate variations in the results and to adjust the suitable conditions for the cells. Novel μ24 bioreactor is a convenient device to control extracellular parameter during the culturing period.

### 3.5 Conclusion

Our findings for hypoxia target genes indicated a good adaptation of OAHAC cultured as alginate beads in microbioreactor to hypoxic culturing conditions. This suggests implementing hypoxia effect to *in vitro* cell culture mimiced the native environment of cartilage and helped to maintain its fundamental mechanisms like HIF pathway *in vitro*. Our data showed upregulation of major elements of TGF-β signaling such as TGF-β2, type I receptors, and TGF-β target genes, in alginate bead culture of osteoarthritic human chondrocytes for 2 days at 1% pO₂. Although it was hard to make clear explanations for the expression of some gene of interests due to high standard deviation.
Hypoxia target genes, chondrogenic markers and several components of the TGF-β signaling pathway displayed increased expression in human OA chondrocyte when hypoxia effect was imposed to 3D culture. To obtain good chondrogenic characteristic and growth factor induced cellular regulation is essential for cartilage repair treatment models. Our findings suggest that 3D culture model by integrating hypoxia effect and targeting specific components of the TGF-β pathway may represent a suitable therapeutic strategy for the treatment of OA.
Appendix

A. Effect of Hypoxia on TGF-β Signaling molecules

A.1 Effect of hypoxia on TGF-β isoforms

Relative gene expressions of three mammalian isoforms of TGF-β (1,2 and 3) were tested in the presence of hypoxia effect. Our results showed TGF-β2 was significantly up-regulated under 1% pO2 while expression of the other isoforms were not significantly altered. The results were discussed in Section3.4 (Data was provided by Ruud H.J. Das).

![TGF-β isoforms](image)

**Fig.7.** Relative expressions of TGF-β isoforms (1,2 and 3) under hypoxia and normoxia. ***P<0.001.

A.2 Effect of hypoxia on TGF-β receptors

Hypoxia effect on TGF-β type I, type II and type III (co-receptors) were tested. As type I receptors ALK1 and ALK5, as type II receptor TGFBRII and as type III receptors BGCAN and ENG were tested (Data for type I receptors and type II receptor were provided by Ruud H.J. Das). Hypoxia was significantly upregulated type I receptors which are crucial for signal transduction to Smad molecules.

![TGF-β receptors](image)

**Fig.8.** Relative expressions of TGF-β type I receptors (ALK1 and ALK5), type II receptor (TGFBRII) and type III receptors (BGCAN and ENG) under hypoxia and normoxia. **P<0.01, ***P<0.001.
**A.3 Effect of Hypoxia on TGF-β Targets**

Nitric oxide synthase 2 (NOS2) is considered as part of innate immune response. NOS2 is regulated by cytokines (O’Brien et al., 2001). It has been found that TGF-β1 and β2 reduced the destructive potential of NOS2 (O’Brien et al., 2001).

TGF-β-associated kinase 1 (TAK1) is a member of the mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinase (MAP3K) family (Sorrentino et al., 2008). It has been shown that TGF-β isoforms 1 and 2 specifically activated TAK1 through the interaction of type I receptor (ALK5) (Sorrentino et al., 2008). In this study, these genes were tested as a trial for only one donor.

![Fig. 9](image)

**Fig. 9.** Relative expressions of TGF-β targets under hypoxia and normoxia.

**A.4 Effect of hypoxia on Cartilage-specific matrix**

Chondromodulin-1 (ChM-1) is a cartilage-specific matrix glycoprotein that stimulates the growth of chondrocytes (Yanagihara et al., 2000). It has been shown that ChM-1 protein was restricted to the avascular zone of cartilage (Yanagihara et al., 2000). In the presented study, this gene was tested as a trial for only one donor. Expression of this gene was seen almost at the last cycles of amplification for control condition. Therefore, ChM-1 was not tested for other donors.

![Fig. 10](image)

**Fig. 10.** Relative expression of cartilage-specific matrix glycoprotein under hypoxia and normoxia.
B. Effect of ALK5 inhibition

B.1 Effect of ALK5 inhibition on Chondrogenic Markers

ALK5 inhibitor (SB-525334) was tested for chondrogenic markers under the effect of hypoxia (1% pO₂). Samples without ALK5 inhibitor ((-) ALKi) and with 10mM inhibitor (+) ALKi) was compared. ALK5 inhibition down regulated the upregulated expression [Fig. 3.A] of COL2 and AGC1 in hypoxic samples. Therefore, we showed importance of ALK5 in regulation of maintenance and production of ECM (Data for COL2 was provided by Ruud H.J. Das).

![Fig.11](image1.png)

**Fig.11.** Effect of ALK5 inhibition on expression of chondrogenic markers under hypoxia. *P<0.05

B.2 Effect of ALK5 inhibition on Hypoxia Targets

ALK5 inhibition effect was tested for hypoxia targets under the effect of hypoxia (1% pO₂). Samples without ALK5 inhibitor ((-) ALKi) and with 10mM inhibitor (+) ALKi) was compared. ALK5 inhibition significantly suppressed the expression of PHD3, VEGF and COX2 in hypoxic samples. We suggest ALK5 route of TGF-β signaling that is essential for cellular regulations and maintenance under hypoxia.

![Fig.12](image2.png)

**Fig.12.** Effect of ALK5 inhibition on expression of hypoxia targets under hypoxia. **P<0.01.
B.3 Effect of ALK5 inhibition on TGF-β Type III Receptors

ALK5 inhibition was not altered the expressions of type III receptors (BGCAN and ENG) in OAHAC at 1% pO₂.

![Type III receptors](image1)

**Fig. 13.** Effect of ALK5 inhibition on expression of type III receptors under hypoxia

B.4 Effect of ALK5 inhibition on TGF-β Type I Receptor Target

We considered DNA-binding protein inhibitor (ID1) as ALK1 target gene. We showed the experimental conditions were not changed the expression of ID1. The results indicated that ALK1 signaling route was not dependent on TGF-β signaling through ALK5.

![ALK1 Target](image2)

**Fig. 14.** Effect of hypoxia and ALK5 inhibition on expression of ALK1 target gene (ID1)
B.5 Effect of ALK5 inhibition on Inhibitory Smad Molecule

Inhibitory Smads (Smad6 and Smad7) have crucial role in negative regulation of TGF-β signaling. Smad7 inhibits both signaling routes (Smad1/5/8 and Smad 2/3) whereas Smad6 only inhibits Smad1/5/8 signaling, (van der Kraan et al., 2009; Li et al., 2003). In the presented study we tested the effect of Smad7 for all experimental conditions. Relative expression of Smad7 was not altered depending on either hypoxia or ALK5 inhibition.

![Graph showing the effect of hypoxia and ALK5 inhibition on expression of inhibitory Smad 7](image)

**Fig.15.** Effect of hypoxia and ALK5 inhibition on expression of inhibitory Smad 7
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